Advanced Planning &
Scheduling




Achievement


In less than 3 weeks, MangoGem team did an Optimisation Readiness
Analysis integrating all relevant customer's ERP data to generate an
optimized plan. Another week was sufficient to demonstrate a running
model able to increase the weekly throughput with +70% - all that without
adding any new shifts!


Context


IONICS is specialized in high-tech metal plating. The group develops efficient and
innovative solutions for a demanding and ambitious group of customers: automotive
industry, telecommunication, electronics, aerospace industry, and military.


Its production lines include a barrel line able to plate loose metallic pieces with
gold, silver, copper, nickel or tin. This process involves dozens of baths with various
contents to handle the washing, plating, rinsing, finishing of those pieces. The
process typically includes a sequence of a dozen baths per batch.


This automated line can handle multiple batches in parallel only if:
the use of the different components (bath, gantry…) do not collide to avoid
blockage
the waiting time between two baths do not exceed specifications to avoid waste
the electricity consumption does not exceed the grid specifications to avoid
blackouts in the factory.


Challenge


This line is used 3 shifts per week at full capacity and Ionics wanted to increase
the number of batches handled in parallel to significantly increase the
productivity of this line. Four specialised consultants already analysed the
process and none of them was even able to model it.
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Bottom-line Results

increasing volume and price mix at incremental cost,
multiplies Ionics profit


„We’ve seen many solution providers but this is the 1st time that someone reverts to us with a
relevant answer that can model our reality. The demonstrated +70% productivity is more than what
we were expecting in our most optimistic scenario.”


Laurent Geron, CTO IONICS
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